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ABSTRACT
Harmonic forces give shape to our exWimce of
past and future. This is the dramatic essence of
musical experience . It is why the composer, more or
less intuitively, has manipulated the network of
harmonic relationships of all musical scales for as
long as music itself has existed. Evidence is
accumulating to substantiate the need for much
further study--of--harmonic phenomena. Because
there is reason to believe-as I do-that the
tensional charge and discharge-the expectations
evoked and thence fulfilled by tonic structures in
music-all this is a direct product of the
mathematics of harmonic order. I further believe
that the same possibilities exist in the skillful
design of harmonic pattern for visual perception.
Therefore, I am exploring harmonics designed for
eye instead of ear. It is interesting to note that the
very creation of harmonic pattern had been
altogether inconceivable until a very recent time
when computer graphics eventually and - slowly
became available to the visual artist .
I'd like to show how well computer graphics and
harmonic pattern are suited for each other. And
show how useful this compatibility can be for
employing the computer to charm the eye.
To begin, let's consider the manner by which
composers for . centuries have used harmonic
"force" to attract and hold the attention and
otherwise charm the ear. Then we will examine a
similar form of visual "force" which has been
made possible by computer graphics. , _ At the outset we know the musician's aural
spectrum to be an undifferentiated and
continuous spread offrequencies, sayfrom twenty
to twenty thousand cycles. Yet this apparently
homogeneous continuum is not continuous at all.
Harmonic relationships interactively transfigure
this spectrum. Harmonic- phenomena- create
discontinuities, as nodules of tension,
anticipation, and resolution deform thisotherwise
smooth continuum. Whole number, or harmonic
nodes, scattered throughout the spectrum create
order/disorder proclivitit.: centers of emotional
focus which distort an otherwise smoothly
ascending texture. Infact, sounding tones overthe
span of just one octave persuades the ear that we
are nearer_a return back to the. start than..we area
advanced along any straight line of upward
continuous ascension.
I want to suggest that it is this particular
discontinuity, not really any other quality of the
audio spectrum, that constitutes the raw material
of the coatpoeer'a art. loot pitch, texture, rhythm;
--and-meter- Not-frequency, intensity, and aansitv,
as most 20th-century modernists have wanted us
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to believe.
That is to say, no matter how we divide the
spectrum into steps we find a hierarchy of
perceptual values that distinctly rank each step. It
is the composer's cunning, or intuition, or even
mindless exploitation of this hierarchy that is the
primary source ofrhythmic vitality andemotional
content of music . The composer, however, must
cooperate with these natural harmonic forces, or
see his strategies defused by them. He cannot
work his will against, nor exercise insensitivity to
the charge and discharge. He cannot escape the
dominion of the gravitational force of harmonic
moment.
Furthermore, as a corollary to all the above, a
visual domain of harmonic consequence has
become accessible through computer graphics.
With the graphical display rooted upon coordinate
mathematics it is only natural that a. greatvariety
of periodic interference patterns can be produced .
The motive now exists for the artist composer to
discover his way into this diverse domain of
dynamic visual form structured out of two and
three-dimensional harmonic periodicity. This
domain abounds with tonic centers of focus as in
music. And this domain will render up an
equivalent rhythmic and emotional content as in
music. I think we will soon see the artist learn to
cooperate anew with natural harmonic forces in
hitherto unexplored visual territory.
In truth, harmonic forces give shape to our
experience of past and future.
Yet harmonic force is not all that mysterious.
We can speculate why the sound of"ti" urges us on
to "do." Significantly a good diagram for the
perceptual dynamics of harmonics is found in this
picture (Figure 1).
It is characteristic of harmonic phenomena,
visual, aural, or otherwise, to show this kind of
pattern. As patterns go, the illustration isperhaps
explicit in a way that is even more obvious than
the aural, leading-tone effect of "ti" upon "do."
Eye and ear, each in its own unique manner,
experiences the dynamics of this kind of pattern
as an eventintime-as punctuation. Especially as
an event ofarrivalordeparture When wearrive at
"do," the octave above the tonic "do," we hearthat
rudimentary relationship with a particular
infallibility. If we sample ascending steps of the
scale, the ear is bound to sense the final event of
arrival just as the eye can see arrival and
departure relationships in the illustration. I might
add that these relationships are many.times more
explicit when seen as a motion picture sequence.
In terms of-v sual- percepfien;-vaguely-a
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corollary to aural responses, we have here a .... .. . .... ... . . .
phenomena of hierarchical distribution and
classification of elements into an array in which
all are ranked according to some perceptual scale
of complexity .
.. . . ... ... .
No need to argue which pattern is more -~ r
"consonant" than another. For generating s .
dynamic pattergs here is an order/disorder
principle, or a consonant/dissonant, principle to
~work with. It is a principle which can be exploited
give
expect
to
one
might
in more ways than
meaningful order to temporal development. The
principle becomes a composer's valid strategyprobably the first strategy to be so defined and
applied in the brief history of the art of computer
graphics .__
til r.
,fit( .
Finally, it is worth remarking that the
illustration for this article could not be created by
conventional hand-drawing techniques. At least
that would be quite difficult. Moreover, it would be
impossible to hand-animate the film from which
the illustration was derived. Many of these films
required thousands of drawings while the
computation for plotting is staggering. Thus the
camMter is the ultimate and the only tool for
visualizing the dynamic world of harmonic
8mctiwsa Tbm may save to illustrate the point

that this new world of visual art cannot be
confused with any previous traditional forms.
(See Art International, Vol. XV/7; September 20
19'71.)
It should be of particular interest to realizethat
computer graphics-this 15-year-old infant-is
patently capable of bringing forth a totally
different kind of visual experience as unique and
riotously enjoyable-much cheaper-more
energy/materials intensive than the Chinese, preChristian invention of fireworks.
BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH

John Whitney's growing reputation as a pioneer with
applications ofthe computer in visual artwasadvanced
another step with the completion of his film Arabesque
last year. The film has received high honors in the U.S.,
to the
ami abroad; including Iran where its relation.John's
traftionsof Islamic pattern was acknowledged
thirty-seven year "obsession" with the role of time and
meveeseat in visual art led to computer graphics long
befus that technology was accessible. or practical.
Wbat for yearswas only an obscure experimental study
is just now evolving into an accepted and recognizable
fin. art attracting many young ortists. It is a field
which is ofgrowing interest to the personal computing
. eapeurimenter. John Whitney's part in bringing about
these drwlopeasats is weD
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When I first went to Paris, I did so instead of returning to Pomona College for my Junior year. Looking
around, it was Gothic architecture that impressed me most And of that architecture I preferred the
flamboyant style of the fifteenth century. In this style my interest was attracted by balustrades. These l
studied for six weeks in the Bibliotheque Mazarin, getting to the library when the doors were opened
and not leaving until they were closed. Professor Piloan, whom I had known at Pomona, arrived in
Paris and asked me what I was doing. (We were standing in one of the railway stations there.) I told
him. He gave me literally a swift kick in the pants and then said, "Go tomorrow to Goldfinger. I'll
arrange for you to work with him. He's a modern architect " After a month of working with Goldfinger,
measuring the dimensions of rooms which he was to modernize, answering the telephone, and
drawing Greek columns, I overheard Goldfinger saying, "To be an architect, one must devote one's
life solely to architecture. " I then left him, for, as I explained, there were other things thatinterested me,
music and painting for instance. Five years later, when Schoenberg asked me whether I would
devote my life to music, I said, "Of course." After I had been studying with him for two years,
Schoenberg said, "in order to write music, you must have a feeling for harmony. " I then explained to
him that l had no feeling for harmony. He then said that I would always encounter an obstacle, that it
would be as though l came to a wall through which 1 could not pass. I said, "In that case 1 will devote
my life to beating my head against that wall. "
John Cage-A `,,`ear From Monday

When I first went to Paris, I did so instead of returning to Pomona College
for my junior year .
Looking around, it was Gothic architecture that
impressed me most .
And of that architecture I preferred the modest style
of the eleventh century .
And in this style it was Chartres, the Royal
Portal where I sat on the steps reading Henry Adams .
Professor Ray
Kendal who conducted singing sessions at the Pasadena YMCA when I
was in junior high school appeared on the seat in front of me on my train
to Italy .
He was by then a professor of music at USC on sabatical in
Europe and touring Italy .---I saw him again and again on this tour and
observed that he had no taste for Giotto .
In Paris my best friend,
a native of Paris, claimed to be the principle Schoenberg authority
in Paris whether he was or not .
Certainly he was the only one
teaching twelve-tone music composition in Paris in 1939 and I was his
pupil despite the painful fact I had failed first year harmony my last
semester at Pomona .
Two years later I explained to Arnold Schoenberg at
UCLA that my friend, who was Jewish and who still lived in Paris, needed
help to get out-of Europe .
But already Paris was an occupied city .
No one could be helped who lived there .
I too had a mind that harmony
was an appendage though my feelings for Beethoven and Schoenberg quartets
were a contradiction to those ideas .
Many years later I learned how
important Pythagoras was to Islamic ideas of design .
And later still
I learned how to deal with Pythagorean principles of harmony on the
computer .in a visual way .
Now I understand what Arnold Schoenberg
said to John Cage .
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NOISES

Phone rings
Phone rings in TV drama
Phone rings in house across the road
Furnace
Refrigerator
Lawnmower
Small plane
7'.W.A . from Paris to Kennedy
Dish :casher

7'.W.

Cricket
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Electric clock
Car
Truck
Dead leaves cross the road
--

Mosquito

Paper uncrumples in wastebasket
Willow
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Raccoon?

Chest of drawers creaks
Frog
Woodpecker
Rain on roof
Rain on deck
Blue jay

Catbird

